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ABSTRACT

Many flavors of multicategory, multimoment bulk microphysics schemes (BMPs) have various treatments of

rimed ice. In this study, we compare three two-moment schemes available in theWRFModel—Milbrandt–Yau

(MY2), National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), and the two-category configuration of the Predicted

Particle Properties (P3) scheme—focusing on differences in rimed-ice representation and their impacts on

surface rain and ice. Idealized supercell simulations are performed. A polarimetric radar data simulator

is used to evaluate their ability to reproduce the ZDR arc and hail signature in the forward-flank downdraft,

well-known supercell polarimetric signatures that are potentially sensitive to rimed-ice parameterization.

Both theMY2 andNSSL schemes simulate enhanced surfaceZDR bands, but neither scheme simulates aZDR

arc commonly identified in observation-based studies. Surface ZDR in the default P3 scheme is homogeneous

in the supercell’s forward flank, and is due to the scheme’s restrictive minimum rain particle size distribution

(PSD) slope bound preventing the presence of larger drops creating a ZDR arc. The NSSL scheme simulates

the location of the hail signature in the forward-flank downdraft more consistent with observations than the

other two schemes. Large hail in MY2 sediments well downstream of the updraft (atypically compared

to observations) near the surface. The sedimentation of large ice in the default P3 scheme is limited by a

restrictive maximum ice number-weighted mean diameter limit within the scheme, precluding the scheme’s

ability to reduce ZDR (and rHV compared to the MY2 and NSSL schemes) near the surface.

1. Introduction

Cloudmicrophysics is the collection of all hydrometeor

processes spanning cloud particle formation to precipi-

tation. These processes are very complex and highly

nonlinear. Liquid phase processes are less complex and

drops are well represented as constant density spheres,

with the caveat that larger rain drops do slightly deviate

from this approximation with decreasing axis ratio (e.g.,

Pruppacher and Pitter 1971; Chandrasekar et al. 1988;

Brandes et al. 2002). On the other hand, ice processes lack

adequate observations and theoretical understanding that

can explain their highly variable evolution in shape and

density depending on temperature and ice supersatu-

ration. This deficiency in complex ice phase, habit, and

evolution information inevitably leads to large ice mi-

crophysical parameterization uncertainty in numerical

weather prediction (NWP)models. Because ice processesCorresponding author: Youngsun Jung, youngsun.jung@ou.edu
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play a crucial role in simulations due to their impact

on the radiation budget, thermodynamic fields, and

storm dynamics, there have beenmany efforts to improve

microphysical parameterization schemes in atmospheric

models (e.g., Johnson et al. 1993; Liu et al. 2007;Milbrandt

and Morrison 2013).

Although spectral bin microphysics schemes (SBMs)

allow greater particle size distribution (PSD) character-

istic flexibility (e.g., Takahashi 1976; Khain et al. 2004),

current NWP models continue to employ bulk micro-

physics schemes (BMPs) because of their significant

computational cost advantage and current lack of clear

SBM advantage in convective simulation skill (Fan et al.

2017). Rather than predicting the binned PSD as in

SBMs, BMPs assume analytic PSDs, generally gamma

distributions, and predict moments of the distribution.

Predicted moments update model information because

they are typically linked to physical quantities (e.g., num-

ber concentration Ntx is the zeroth moment of a PSD).

BMPs are typically categorized by their number of

predictedmoments [i.e., one-moment schemes generally

predict mass mixing ratio qx, two-moment schemes add

complexity by further predicting number mixing ratio

(Nx), and so on]. Because two-moment schemes add

particle distribution information, they can provide an im-

provement over one-moment schemes in convective-scale

simulations in terms of cold pool structure, simulated

polarimetric signatures, and hydrometeor size sorting

(e.g., Milbrandt and Yau 2005a; Dawson et al. 2010; Jung

et al. 2010, 2012; Putnam et al. 2017a), although the

two-moment improvement is less clear for simulated

cloud structure and surface precipitation (e.g., Wang

et al. 2009; Varble et al. 2011; Van Weverberg et al.

2014). Three-moment schemes that additionally predict

reflectivity Z have also been developed (Milbrandt and

Yau 2005a,b; Dawson et al. 2014; Loftus et al. 2014), and

simulate hydrometeor size sorting more consistent

with observations than two-moment schemes with a fixed

shape parameter (e.g.,Milbrandt andYau 2005a;Dawson

et al. 2010; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012).

Traditional BMPs represent the wide variety of ice

habits, with different shapes and densities, using two or

more predefined ice hydrometeor types (i.e., pristine ice,

snow, graupel, and/or hail). Specifically, the number

of rimed-ice categories and their corresponding density

and fall speed assumptions can differ considerably. Some

BMPs contain a single rimed-ice category, employing

either intermediate-density graupel or high-density hail

(e.g., Wisner et al. 1972; Rutledge and Hobbs 1984;

Ziegler 1985; Murakami 1990; Tao and Simpson 1993;

Thompson et al. 2008; Morrison et al. 2009), while

others contain both (e.g., Ferrier 1994; Walko et al.

1995; Milbrandt and Yau 2005b; Mansell et al. 2010).

In regard to rimed-ice parameterization, Morrison

and Milbrandt (2011) found weaker cold pools, less

surface precipitation, and enhanced anvils using two-

moment graupel-like rimed ice rather than two-moment

hail-like rimed ice in idealized supercell simulations.

Newer BMPs have incorporated additional complex-

ity by predicting rimed-ice particle volume in order to

predict particle density (Mansell et al. 2010; Milbrandt

and Morrison 2013), which might simulate supercells

more accurately (Johnson et al. 2016). Recently, Morrison

and Milbrandt (2015) proposed a new approach to rep-

resent ice-phase hydrometeors in microphysics schemes

as ‘‘free’’ ice phase categories, rather than partitioning

ice into several predefined categories, which requires

assumptions about physical properties, the parameteri-

zation of ad hoc artificial conversion between categories,

and other limitations.

Several previous studies have shown that simulated

polarimetric variables can be used in evaluating micro-

physics scheme accuracy (e.g., Jung et al. 2010; Putnam

et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2016; Putnam et al. 2017a;

Putnam et al. 2017b; Johnson et al. 2018), and are es-

pecially useful in a supercell framework due to their

sensitivity to rimed-ice treatment. Dawson et al. (2014)

showed that the ZDR arc, a low-level maximum of

differential reflectivity on the supercell’s edge caused

by the size sorting of rain and rimed ice (Ryzhkov

et al. 2005; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008, 2009), might

be more sensitive to the parameterization of rimed ice

rather than rain. Further, Johnson et al. (2016) found

that the hail signature in the forward-flank downdraft

(FFD), a region of low differential reflectivity near the

surface due to dry, tumbling hail (Kumjian andRyzhkov

2008), was best simulatedwhen themedium-density rimed-

ice category (i.e., graupel) acts as a feeder category to

the high-density rimed-ice category (i.e., hail).

This study attempts to evaluate two different ap-

proaches to representing frozen hydrometeors (i.e.,

predefined and free ice-phase categories) in idealized

supercell simulations, specifically the performance of the

P3 scheme. This study focuses on a supercell storm

because of its well-documented observed polarimetric

signatures (we refer the reader to Ryzhkov et al. 2005

and Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008 for observational ex-

amples of the supercell polarimetric signatures exam-

ined in this paper). As rimed ice has a greater influence

on the polarimetric signatures near the surface than

pristine ice and snow, discussion will mainly focus on

rimed ice. Two two-moment BMPs with two traditional

rimed-ice categories (graupel and hail), the Milbrandt–

Yau (MY2) and National Severe Storms Laboratory

(NSSL) schemes, in the Weather Research and Forecast-

ing (WRF)Model (Skamarock et al. 2008) are examined
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due to their improved polarimetric signature accuracy

relative to other two-moment BMPs with a single rimed

ice category (Johnson et al. 2016). The P3 BMP contains

at least one free ice category, which, under appropriate

conditions, can represent rimed ice (with a wide range

of densities). This study is intended to provide useful

information to BMP developers on how to improve

microphysical representations and help modelers make

educated selections of microphysical schemes for their

applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 details the numerical model setup, BMPs, and

polarimetric radar data simulator; section 3 analyzes

simulated polarimetric variables; section 4 quantifies

rimed-ice properties in the BMP schemes; and section 5

summarizes and discusses ramifications of rimed-ice

parameterization in supercell simulations.

2. Numerical simulations

a. Model setup

WRF v3.9.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008) is used in this

study to produce idealized supercell simulations. The

model configuration is similar toMorrison andMilbrandt

(2011), and is further detailed in Table 1. Convection is

initiated with a thermal bubble with potential tempera-

ture perturbation u0 of 3Kon a 200km3 200kmgridwith

horizontal grid spacing of 1km. TheWeisman andKlemp

(1982) thermodynamic sounding and a wind profile

with a veering ‘‘quarter-circle’’ shear of 3.113 1023 s21

up to 2.3 km and unidirectional shear of 5.703 1023 s21

above to 7 km defines the storm’s environment. The

model is integrated for 3 h with 6 s time step size using

the third-order Runge–Kutta scheme. The domain

contains a rigid lid at z 5 20 km with 40 vertical levels.

Rayleigh damping is applied in the top 5km of the do-

main, and a 1.5-order turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)

scheme is employed for turbulence. As is typical for

idealized supercell simulations, we neglect radiation,

surface flux, planetary boundary layer, and cumulus

parameterizations.

b. Microphysics schemes

Based on the previous study of Johnson et al. (2016)

that showed a two-moment BMP with both predefined

graupel-like and hail-like rimed ice categories produced a

more realistic supercell structure compared to other two-

moment schemes with one rimed ice category, this study

uses the two-moment Milbrandt–Yau (MY2; to distin-

guish from the one-moment and three-moment versions

of the scheme; Milbrandt and Yau 2005a,b) and National

Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL; Mansell et al. 2010)

schemes. TheMY2 and NSSL schemes are similar in that

the mass mixing ratio qx and total number mixing ratio

Nx are prognosed for each hydrometeor category (i.e.,

cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, graupel, and hail).

The defaultMY2BMP employed here assumes constant

densities of 400 and 900kgm23 for graupel and hail,

respectively. Recently, Milbrandt and Morrison (2013)

developed a version of the MY2 scheme that prognoses

the graupel bulk volume mixing ratio, which allows the

graupel density to be predicted; however, this version of

the scheme was not available in WRF at the time of this

study. The NSSL scheme prognoses both graupel and

hail bulk volumes (and hence densities).

This study also uses the Predicted Particle Properties

(P3) scheme (Morrison and Milbrandt 2015; Milbrandt

and Morrison 2016). The P3 scheme has a similar two-

moment two-category representation of the liquid phase

as MY2 and NSSL, but has a fundamentally different

representation of ice-phase particles, with a user-specified

number of ‘‘free’’ ice categories representing all ice

particles. For each ice category n, there are four prog-

nostic variables: the total ice mass mixing ratio qi_tot(n),

the rime mass mixing ratio qi_rim(n), the total number

mixing ratioNi_tot(n), and the rime volume mixing ratio

Bi_rim(n), and a complete gamma size distribution de-

scribes each category. This specific choice of prognostic

variables allows for the smooth evolution of several

important physical properties, such as bulk density, size,

fall speed, etc. From the specific properties at a given

point in time and space, the dominant type of ice par-

ticle for a given category can be determined (e.g., lightly

rimed aggregate), and this can evolve as the properties

change.However, there is no ‘‘conversion’’ fromone type

TABLE 1. WRF Model input.

WRF Model configuration

Run time 180min

Dt 6 s

Sound wave Dt 1 s

Model output interval 10min

Horizontal domain 200 km 3 200 km

Model lid 20 km

Dx 1 km

Dy 1 km

Dz ;500m

Time integration scheme Third-order Runge–Kutta

Horizontal momentum advection Fifth-order

Vertical momentum advection Third-order

Horizontal scalar advection Fifth-order

Vertical scalar advection Third-order

Upper-level damping 5000m below model top

Rayleigh damping coefficient 0.003

Turbulence 1.5-order turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE)

Horizontal boundary conditions Open
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of ice particle to another, as in traditional predefined

category schemes like MY2 and NSSL. If the properties

of two P3 categories are deemed to be sufficiently similar,

based on mean size as a proxy for overall similarity in the

current version, ice categories merge into a single category

in order to ‘‘free up’’ a category into which new ice can

subsequently be initiated. Note that the use of mean size

as a proxy for similarity has some utility [seeMilbrandt and

Morrison (2016)] but is limited; the use of other physical

properties (such as bulk density and rime fraction)

to determine conditions for merging will be examined

in future studies. Even with a single category, the P3

scheme has been shown to be able to simulate realis-

tically a wide range of ice types and performs well

for the simulation of deep convective storms and oro-

graphic precipitation compared to traditional schemes

in WRF (Morrison et al. 2015).

c. Polarimetric radar data simulator

To facilitate comparisons in BMP rimed-ice parame-

terization, we compute simulated polarimetric radar vari-

ables from WRF model output. The Center for Analysis

and Prediction of Storms–Polarimetric Radar data

Simulator (CAPS-PRS; Jung et al. 2008; Jung et al. 2010;

Dawson et al. 2014) utilizes precomputed scattering am-

plitude tables created by the T-matrix method (Waterman

1969; Vivekanandan et al. 1991; Zhang et al. 2001) that

vary with particle diameter, water fraction, and now

particle density. The Mie scattering effect is included in

scattering calculations. In the two-moment framework

of this paper, the CAPS-PRS uses model prognosed qx
and Ntx to construct hydrometeor PSDs, with the shape

parameter a consistent with microphysical assumptions.

The CAPS-PRS calculates snow water fraction following

Jung et al. (2008), which also details the axis ratio/canting

angle assumptions made by the PRS. The PRS diag-

noses rimed-ice water fraction following Dawson et al.

(2014). Briefly, rain soaks rimed ice (and freezes) until

its density reaches 910kgm23, after which subsequent

water collects as liquid on the rimed ice hydrometeor.

Depending on the particle’s diameter, the wet rimed

ice either completely melts or forms a liquid water torus

(Rasmussen and Heymsfield 1987). We note here that

water fraction decreases and canting angle standard

deviation increases as rimed ice diameter increases

[see Dawson et al. (2014) Fig. 2], which allows the PRS

to model both stable, small wet rimed ice and tumbling,

relatively dry rimed ice. This added water reshapes

the distribution, and iterates until the distribution con-

verges. Finally, the PRS calculates horizontal reflectivity

ZH, differential reflectivity ZDR, and cross-correlation co-

efficient rHV from the relevant indexed scattering ampli-

tudes following Zhang et al. (2001) and Jung et al. (2010).

Currently, we neglect cloud water and cloud ice in the

CAPS-PRS due to their small sizes.

We list where the CAPS-PRS differs from the above

description when calculating P3 scattering amplitudes

here. Because P3 microphysics employs a lookup table

approach to calculate ice PSD parameters (seeMorrison

and Milbrandt 2015 for details), we utilize the same ap-

proach in the CAPS-PRS. The PRS calculates eight P3

ice PSDs for two rime fractions fr, rime densities rr,

and normalized mass mixing ratios qi/Ni by using pre-

computed interceptN0, slopeL, and shape a parameters.

These are used to calculate linear polarimetric variables

as a function of the simulated rime fraction, rime density,

and normalized mass mixing ratio through multidimen-

sional linear interpolation at each grid point. The ice

PSDs are appropriately partitioned into m–D relation-

ships (i.e., ice mode) by accessing precomputed critical

diameters [we refer the reader to Fig. 1 in Morrison and

Milbrandt (2015) for P3 ice property PSD partitions].

Small ice and larger, nonspherical ice from depositional

growth and/or aggregation of small ice (which consti-

tutes the smallest ice PSD segments when riming is

present) follow Rayleigh scattering and are assumed

dry, while fully and partially rimed ice follow the same

T-matrix scattering method mentioned above. Water

fraction for rimed ice follows Dawson et al. (2014), ex-

cept without iteration as added water is assumed to not

reshape the distribution. The PRS trilinearly interpo-

lates linear horizontal reflectivityZh, vertical reflectivity

Zy, and the cross-correlation coefficient numerator Zhv

for ice (or water from fully melted ice) calculated for

each fr, rr, and qi/Ni combination to compute final linear

ice polarimetric contributions. The PRS computes P3

rain PSD parameters from model prognosed qr and Ntr

through iteration as the rain size distribution shape pa-

rameter a is diagnosed from rain slope parameter L
following Cao et al. (2008). Then, horizontal reflectivity

ZH, differential reflectivity ZDR, and cross-correlation

coefficient rHV are calculated from their relevant linear

components. In this study, all simulated radar variables

assume an S-band wavelength (10.7 cm).

3. Simulated supercell radar structure

Weexamine simulated dual-pol variables at t5 100min,

when the supercell has reached a stable, mature state.

We note here that the polarimetric supercell signatures

examined in this paper are persistent at sampled model

times after t5 100min, as they often are in observations

(though observed polarimetric signatures are subject to

environmental conditions and internal storm dynamics

variability that influence signature evolution, such as

updraft intensity strengthening a ZDR column, or hail
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disruption of a ZDR arc (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov

2009; Palmer et al. 2011; Van Den Broeke 2016). Be-

cause of the veering wind profile, subsequent micro-

physical analysis focuses on the dominant right-moving

cell (e.g., Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978; Rotunno and

Klemp 1982; Klemp 1987). The MY2 simulation has

somewhat noisy reflectivity (although the melting op-

tion used in this paper amplifies reflectivity noise, as wet

graupel is not large enough to compensate for the re-

flectivity reduction due to smaller, melted graupel par-

ticles transferring to the rain category as small drops),

but the overall structure is well defined (Fig. 1a). Rain,

rather than rimed ice, (Figs. 2a, 3a, and 4a) dominates

horizontal reflectivity ZH in the forward flank. ZH peaks

above 60dBZ in the reflectivity core near the updraft,

which is dominated by a small amount (hail mixing ratio

qh # 0.50 g kg21) of relatively wet (hail water frac-

tion fwh ranging between 0.5 and 1), small to large hail

(hail mass-weighted mean diameterDmh ranging from 4

to 14mm; Figs. 4a,c,e) rather than graupel (Figs. 3a,c,e).

The NSSL scheme produces the smallest forward flank

among the three simulations (Fig. 1d), and also the

largest reflectivity core, with ZH exceeding 65 dBZ

near the updraft. Large hail (qh$ 0.5gkg21
; Dmh$ 14mm)

in the NSSL scheme with varying degrees of wetness

(Figs. 4b,d,f) dominates the reflectivity core over grau-

pel (Figs. 3b,d,f). ZH in the forward flank follows rain-

drop size closer than rain mixing ratio, which in the

NSSL BMP at this time typically ranges from low

to moderate (rain mass-weighted mean diameter Dmr

between 0.5 and 3mm; Figs. 2c,d).

While P3 with one free ice category is highly flexible

with ice mode representation, it has the distinct dis-

advantage that it cannot fully represent different modes

of ice particles at the same point in time and space.

In the one-category version, the mixing of different

FIG. 1. Horizontal reflectivity ZH (dBZ), differential reflectivity ZDR (dB), and cross-correlation coefficient rHV near z 5 ;280m for

the (a)–(c) MY2, (d)–(f) NSSL, and (g)–(i) P3–2 microphysics schemes at t5 100min. Vertical black lines in the reflectivity plots denote

where vertical cross sections are taken. Black and red arrows in the ZDR subplots denote the simulated ZDR arc and hail signatures,

respectively.
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populations of ice, for example by differential sedi-

mentation or local initiation of new ice, creates a

‘‘dilution’’ of the physical properties (Milbrandt and

Morrison 2016). Although polarimetric variables be-

tween P3 with one and two ice categories show quali-

tative similarity near the surface, we focus on the two

ice category configuration of P3 (hereafter referred to

as P3–2) to allow for similar degrees of freedom to the

other examined BMPs. Also, the P3–2 scheme consis-

tently produces larger mean max (defined in section 4c)

ice category 1 diameter in the updraft compared to the

P3 scheme with 1 ice category (not shown), allowing

for a higher surface large rimed ice potential. We em-

phasize that the two free ice categories in P3–2 should

not be interpreted as corresponding directly to the two

rimed-ice categories in the MY2 and NSSL BMPs; both

of the P3–2 ice categories can represent any type of

frozen particle. We also point out that comparison of

the P3–2 ice categories withMY2 andNSSLBMP rimed

ice categories is not a true ‘‘apples-to-apples’’ compar-

ison and caution is needed in comparison. However,

we choose to retain the entire P3–2 ice PSDs as the P3

FIG. 2. Rain mixing ratio qr (g kg
21) and rain mass-weighted mean diameterDmr (mm) near z5;280m for the

(a),(b)MY2, (c),(d)NSSL, and (e),(f) P3–2 BMPs at t5 100min. Horizontal reflectivityZH contours are overlaid in

20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ. Deep-layer (;0.3–12 km) and low-level (;0.3–3 km) storm-relative mean

winds are denoted by red and green (black in P3–2) vectors, respectively, in Dmr subplots.
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scheme segments ice habits on the basis of size and,

therefore, analyses including mass-weighted mean di-

ameter Dm, microphysical budgets, and CFADs still

provide useful information about rimed ice that occupies

the larger-size part of the PSD.

The simulated supercell’s forward flank is largest in

P3–2 (Fig. 1g). Moderately wet P3–2 (ice category 1 and

2 water fraction fwi1,2 between 0.4 and 0.6) ice is much

smaller (ice category 1 and 2 mass-weighted mean di-

ameter Dmi1,2 # 8mm) than MY2 hail and NSSL rimed

ice near the surface and is also sparse (ice category 1 and

2 mixing ratios qi1,2 # 0.25 gkg21; Fig. 5), subsequently

resulting in the weakest reflectivity core among the

BMPs examined. We note here that water fraction in

the P3–2 is generally smaller than in the other two BMPs

due to the lack of water fraction iteration (when com-

puting water fraction for polarimetric variables as dis-

cussed in section 2c) and because we assume not all

segments of P3–2 ice PSDs are wet. Rain in the scheme

easily dominates ice’s contribution to reflectivity, which

is larger in the forward flank (Dmr exceeds 3mm) than

the other two BMPs (Figs. 2e,f). Consequently, ZH ex-

ceeds 40 dBZ in the forward flank over a greater area

compared to the other BMPs. Near the surface, few

differences arise between the two ice categories in

P3–2. Mixing ratio, mean particle size, and water frac-

tion are very similar between the two categories. The

first category (hereafter iceCat 1) is more abundant

FIG. 3. Graupel mixing ratio qg (g kg
21), graupel mass-weighted mean diameter Dmg (mm), and graupel water

fraction fwg near z 5 ;280m for the (a),(c),(e) MY2 and (b),(d),(f) NSSL BMPs at t 5 100min. Horizontal re-

flectivity ZH contours are overlaid in 20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ.
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spatially than the second category (hereafter iceCat 2)

because iceCat 2 is always merged with iceCat 1 when

the differences in their mass-weighted mean diameters

are within 0.5mm.

a. ZDR arc

Observationally, the size sorting of hydrometeors

results in a local ZDR maximum on the southern flank

of the right-moving storm called the ZDR arc. Ryzhkov

et al. (2005) and Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2008, 2009)

primarily attributed thisZDRmaximum to large, oblate

raindrops. Through numerical simulations, Dawson

et al. (2014) showed that simulated ZDR arcs are po-

tentially more influenced by the size sorting of rimed ice

rather than rain (given rimed ice’s greater sedimentation

depth and additionally providing rain’s spatial pattern

near the melting level), and Dawson et al. (2015) clari-

fied that storm-relative winds are the kinematic driver

of size sorting. Large rimed ice exiting the updraft will

fall to the surface faster than smaller rimed ice particles,

and therefore, will be less prone to horizontal advection

by storm-relative winds. Therefore, a gradient of large

to small rimed ice particles will form in the direction

of the deep-layer storm-relativemeanwind vector [;0.7–

12km inDawson et al. (2014) simulations]. The low-level

storm-relative mean wind vector [;0.7–3km in Dawson

et al. (2014) simulations] modulates the horizontal spatial

distribution of rain hydrometeors (as low-level storm-

relative mean winds are implicitly present in the deep-

layer storm-relative mean winds responsible for rimed

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for hail.
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ice size sorting) in its direction, but since this layer is

shallower than the deep layer, it has a smaller impact on

the final surface distribution of hydrometeors (Dawson

et al. 2014). In our simulations, the deep-layer (;0.3–

12km) storm-relative mean wind (typically southwesterly,

but also northwesterly near the tip of the supercell’s

hook; Figs. 2b,d,f) advects hydrometeors to the east of

the updraft (both north and south), the horizontal extent

of which is determined by particle size. Low-level storm-

relative mean winds in our simulations (;0.3–3 km) are

typically north- or southeasterly, which advects particles

to the west and shortens the eastern extent of rain hy-

drometeors at the surface. Therefore, the expected size

sorting and resultant surface hydrometeor distributions

are as follows: large drops from melted rimed ice and

large (dry and partially wet) rimed ice in our simulations

with westerly momentum quickly fall out to the east of

the updraft. Increasingly smaller particles are expected

to advect farther to the northeast of the southern flank

and create a hydrometeor size gradient that is largest

near the southern flank and decreases in the direction of

the deep-layer storm-relative mean wind vector (while

the surface raindrop size gradient is modulated to the

west by the low-level storm-relative wind vector).

Similar to Johnson et al. (2016), both the MY2 and

NSSL schemes exhibit clear signs of size sorting in

the general direction of the deep-layer storm-relative

mean wind vector (Figs. 1b,e). However, each BMP’s

FIG. 5. Ice mixing ratio qi (g kg
21), mass-weighted mean diameter Dmi (mm), and ice water fraction fwi near

z 5 ;280m for ice category (a),(c),(e) 1 and (b),(d),(f) 2 in the P3–2 BMP at t 5 100min. Horizontal reflectivity

ZH contours are overlaid in 20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ.
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simulated ZDR arc exhibits its own shortcomings. The

MY2 scheme simulates an elongated region of highZDR

exceeding 4 dB, and is primarily due to wet hail (and

oblate raindrops from melted hail following the water

fraction diagnostic method employed in this paper;

Figs. 4a,c,e). ZDR on the southern edge of the supercell

is low (#1.5 dB) and is due to large (Dmh exceeding

14mm), relatively dry (fwh below 0.5) hail in the scheme

(Figs. 4c,e). ZDR is also unexpectedly enhanced to the

north of the updraft, due to oblate wet hail and rain in

this area. The NSSL BMP shows a clear ZDR decrease

from the southern flank of the supercell into the forward

flank to the northeast. This ZDR arc is simulated from

oblate rain (Fig. 2d) andwet hail in this region (Figs. 4b,d,f).

However, the horizontal extent and intensity of theZDR

arc are underpredicted. The Dmr field in the P3–2 BMP

is nearly homogenous near the surface where rain is the

dominant hydrometeor (Fig. 2f). Therefore, aZDR arc is

not seen in Fig. 1h as the ZDR field in the forward flank

follows the Dmr field, although raindrop size does de-

crease to the west on the western flank of the storm,

consistent with the low-level winds and rain size sorting

in Dawson et al. (2014). ZDR in the P3–2’s forward flank

is much larger ($2.5 dB) than the other two schemes, a

result of Dmr exceeding 3mm in large areas.

As a major source of large raindrops is melting

rimed ice, we consider horizontal ice and rimed-ice

mass-weighted mean diameter plots near z 5 ;4.5 km

(Fig. 6) to examine the impact of rimed ice melting on

rain size sorting near the surface. z5;4.5 km is chosen

because the melting layer is primarily near z 5 ;4 km,

as shown in later vertical cross sections (Fig. 7). P3–2 ice

plots are shown because the rime fraction fr is typically

above 0.8. Graupel in MY2 displays a size maximum

(Dmg $ 4mm) in the middle of the storm, away from

the updraft (Fig. 6a). Larger hail (Dmh $ 10mm) in

the scheme produces a more distinct size sorting distri-

bution, with large particles on the southern edge of the

right-moving cell and hail size decreasing into the for-

ward flank to the northeast (Fig. 6b). MY2 hail also

displays enhanced hail sizes advected to the north of the

updraft (consistent with deep-layer storm-relative mean

winds), likely providing the source of the unexpected

surface ZDR enhancement to the north of the supercell’s

updraft. In NSSL, both graupel and hail (Dm $ 10mm,

which is larger than MY2 graupel) display larger par-

ticles near the updraft, where rimed ice initiates and

grows (Figs. 6c,d). The large difference in graupel dis-

tribution between the MY2 and NSSL schemes is partly

due to different assumptions for graupel. NSSL graupel

spans a greater rimed ice property range (i.e., continuous

riming growth to hail through prognostic bulk volume),

while MY2 graupel is more constrained as a smaller,

medium-density rimed ice category (and has a relatively

flat graupel fall speed curve that is typically slower than

NSSL graupel fall speed [not shown], which allows for

greater MY2 graupel horizontal advection into the for-

ward flank). We also note that MY2 hail has a smaller

horizontally averaged mass-weighted mean fall speed

than NSSL hail over the depth of the model domain,

allowing for a greater downstream advection from the

updraft by storm-relative winds (which are more northerly

in this area in MY2, likely dictated by microphysical

feedback to ambient thermodynamics [e.g., latent heat

and buoyancy] as each simulation initiates with the same

shear profile; Fig. 2b). The greater downstream advec-

tion of MY2 hail is less expected compared to the faster

falling NSSL hail that remains closer to its updraft

source. Though MY2 graupel size sorting is weak (Dmg

maxima in the center of the storm that decreases away),

both the MY2 and NSSL schemes display rimed ice size

sorting asDm decreases to the northeast of the storm, an

important precursor for simulated supercell low-level

ZDR arcs and their associated gradient in the direction of

the storm-relative winds (e.g., Dawson et al. 2014).

The mass-weighted mean diameter of iceCat 1, Dmi1,

exhibits evidence of size sorting as particle size increases

toward the edges of the storm (Fig. 6e). Maximum ice

size is smaller in P3–2 than in the other schemes (except

for MY2 graupel), resulting in a weaker gradient.

Similar to MY2 hail, the typically smaller horizon-

tally averaged mass-weighted mean fall speed of P3–2

iceCat 1 compared to NSSL hail allows for greater

downstream advection from the updraft by storm-relative

winds (which are more northerly in this area than in the

NSSL simulated storm, again likely dictated by P3 BMP

microphysical feedback to its surrounding environment;

Fig. 2f). Further, Dmi2 in P3–2 depicts a rather noisy

pattern with size generally increasing toward the mid-

dle of the splitting storm (Fig. 6f). The spatial pattern of

iceCat 2 should not affect the rain distribution near the

surface, as the mixing ratio of iceCat 2 is typically

smaller than that of iceCat 1 (not shown). Although the

predefined rimed-ice categories in the MY2 and NSSL

schemes are fundamentally different from those in P3–2,

comparison to these predefined schemes can help ensure

that BMPswithmore ice mode flexibility indeed improve

the representation of the wide range of ice modes. The

striking differences in midlevel ice distributions between

the P3–2 and other BMPs suggest that some processes

related to ice size sorting may need improvement in P3.

b. Hail signature in forward-flank downdraft (FFD)

Dry, large hailstones tumble during sedimentation,

appearing spherical to radar and substantially reducing

observed ZDR typically downstream in close proximity
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of the supercell’s updraft (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008).

As rimed ice canting angle standard deviation increases

linearly with decreasing water fraction in the polari-

metric simulator employed in this study, simulated

rimed ice does not need to be completely dry to re-

duce ZDR. Another consequence of this parameteri-

zation is that the tumbling rimed ice that reduces ZDR

may also reduce rHV due to the resonance effect in the

Mie scattering regime (Kumjian andRyzhkov 2008, 2009;

Jung et al. 2010), and is accounted for in the scattering

amplitudes constructed by the CAPS-PRS using the

T-matrix method. Therefore, an area of reduced rHV

overlapping reduced ZDR can be reasonably attributed

to rimed ice in the supercell framework of this study.

Near the surface in the MY2 scheme, large, relatively

dry hail (Dmh exceeding 14mm, fwh below 0.5; Figs. 4c,e)

FIG. 6. Mass-weighted mean diameter of graupelDmg (mm) and hailDmh (mm) near z5;4.5 km for the (a),(b)

MY2 and (c),(d) NSSL BMPs and ice category 1Dmi1 (mm) and 2Dmi2 (mm) near z5;4.5 km for the (e),(f) P3–2

scheme at t5 100min. Included in each panel is the maximumDm. Orange horizontal reflectivity ZH contours are

overlaid in 20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ, while red contours are vertical velocity with 15m s21 interval

starting at 10m s21.
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reduces ZDR substantially and rHV (as the hail particles

are mixed-phase) below 0.94 (Figs. 1b,c). However, the

location of the MY2 ZDR reduction is extended too far

south into the southern flank compared to typical hail

signature observations (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008).

The MY2 ZDR reduction span and location is likely due

to a smaller mass-weighted mean hail fall speed over

the deep layer (;0.3–12 km) compared to the NSSL

scheme (not shown), which would allow MY2 hail to

advect further to the right of the updraft following

the deep-layer storm-relative wind, rather than quickly

falling out close to the updraft. In the NSSL scheme,

large, relatively dry hail (Dmh $ 12mm, fwh below 0.5)

reaches the surface (Figs. 4d,f) and reduces ZDR closer

to the typically observed signature (i.e., immediately

downstream of the updraft) than the MY2 (Fig. 1e).

We note that this dry hail also offsets the large ZDR

contribution by the most oblate rain near the surface

(to the northwest of the right flank; Fig. 2d), as hail is

assumed to not collect rain in the NSSL scheme where

ambient temperature exceeds 08C. The ZDR reduction

is additionally not as much as the hail signature pro-

duced in Johnson et al. (2016). These hail signature

differences underscore how different BMP versions can

manifest themselves in simulated polarimetric signa-

tures. Hail in the NSSL scheme also reduces rHV in the

same location as the ZDR reduction below 0.96 (Fig. 1f),

which is a smaller rHV reduction than in the MY2

scheme.Hail is larger in theMY2 scheme in this reduced

rHV region and consequently contains more particles

prone to the resonance effect than NSSL hail.

In P3–2, ice barely reaches the surface and there is

no simulated ZDR reduction from large dry rimed ice

(Fig. 1h). Ice is only present in small quantities near the

FIG. 7. Horizontal reflectivity ZH (dBZ), graupel bulk density rg (kgm
23), and hail bulk density rh (kgm

23) for the (a)–(c) MY2 and

(d)–(f) NSSL schemes, and ZH (dBZ) and ice bulk density for ice categories 1 ri1 (kgm
23) and 2 ri2 (kgm

23) in the (g)–(i) P3–2 scheme

through the updraft at t5 100min. The melting level is depicted as a 08C isotherm blue line, and vertical velocity contours are shown with

15m s21 interval starting at 10m s21.
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supercell’s hook appendage (qi1,2 # 0.25 g kg21; Fig. 5),

and iceCat1’s relatively small (Dmi1 # 8mm) and mod-

erately wet (fwi1 between 0.4 and 0.6) ice particles

actually increase ZDR where present. This is primarily

due to the scheme’s restrictive maximum ice number-

weighted mean diameter Dni limit, which prevents the

growth of large ice. We emphasize here that the maxi-

mumDni limit in this paper is only examined as a tuning

parameter, which will be discussed later; it is not a PSD

characteristic, unlike the mass-weighted mean diame-

ter Dm. Based on its water fraction fwi, ice in the P3–2

scheme is mixed-phase and therefore has the potential

to reduce rHV near the surface. However, rHV near the

surface is generally large ($0.98; Fig. 1i), as wet ice

particles in the P3–2 scheme are much smaller than

hail in the MY2 and NSSL schemes, and therefore are

less prone to the resonance effect. In fact, much of the

rHV reduction in the P3–2 scheme is due to relatively

medium-sized, oblate drops (Dmr $ 2.5mm; Fig. 2f).

c. Updraft hail core

We analyze vertical cross sections through the up-

draft to examine vertical distributions of rimed ice

(Fig. 7). Upper-level ZH in MY2 peaks high in the

updraft, near z 5 12km (Fig. 7a). While dry graupel is

prominent in this area (Figs. 8a,e), it is also relatively

FIG. 8. Graupel mixing ratio qg (g kg
21), graupel mass-weighted mean diameter Dmg (mm), and graupel water

fraction fwg through the updraft for the (a),(c),(e)MY2 and (b),(d),(f) NSSL BMPs at t5 100min. Vertical velocity

contours are shown with 15m s21 interval starting at 10m s21.
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small (Dmg # 4mm; Fig. 8c). Therefore, a small amount

(qh between 0 and 4gkg21) of relatively moderate, dry

hail (Dmh $ 8mm, fwh # 0.1; Figs. 9a,c,e) is responsible

for the enhanced ZH. ZH in the NSSL scheme peaks

lower in the updraft, below z 5 8.5 km (Fig. 7d) on the

northern edge of the updraft. Low amounts (qg typically

below 6 g kg21) of graupel with a sharp water frac-

tion gradient (Figs. 8b,d,f) in this area are smaller than

moderate amounts (max qh of 10 g kg
21) of both dry and

wet hail in the area (fwh between 0 and 0.6; Figs. 9b,d,f).

The largest hail produced in the NSSL scheme (Dmh $

30mm) does not correlate with the ZHmaximum, which

is mainly due to lower qh (typically less than 2 g kg21)

and water fraction (drier; typically less than 0.2). In-

cluded in the reflectivity figures are rimed-ice densities,

which are constant in MY2 (Figs. 7b,c) and predicted

in NSSL (Figs. 7e,f). In the NSSL scheme, graupel and

hail densities are both large (generally above 700kgm23)

and similar in the updraft and below the melting level,

indicative of the NSSL scheme’s hail source requiring

sufficient graupel wet growth (i.e., riming) and facilitated

through the scheme’s graupel (and hail) prognostic bulk

volume. This rimed ice philosophy also explains graupel’s

larger density range compared to hail over the supercell.

Compared to the prescribed constant density values in

the MY2 scheme of 400 and 900 kgm23 for graupel and

hail, respectively, NSSL graupel density is typically larger

while hail density is slightly smaller, reflective of the

NSSL BMP’s predicted rimed-ice bulk volume simu-

lating wet growth in a smooth, continuous manner.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for hail.
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The P3–2 scheme produces two distinct ZH maxima

within the updraft, one near z 5 12km and one below

z 5 9.5 km (Fig. 7g). While the upper-level maximum is

primarily caused by moderate amounts (qi1 generally

between 4 and 10 g kg21) of relatively large, dry (fwi1 #

0.1) iceCat 1 (Figs. 10a,c,e), dry iceCat 2 is prominent

where iceCat 1 reduces to a local minimum (Figs. 10b,d,f).

The iceCat 1 and 2 juxtaposition near z 5 12km helps

illustrate P3 ice category interaction, as both categories

initiate, grow independently of each other, and are kept

separate as long as they are not similar in size. The

combination of the two separate categories helps pro-

duce a smooth, continuous reflectivity field, while the

individual ice categories themselves can become noisy.

The ZH maximum below z 5 9.5 km and extending to

3 km is predominantly caused by both moderately dry

and wet iceCat 1 (fwi1 between 0 and 0.5), though iceCat

2 also contributes to this maximum. The mass-weighted

mean diameters of both iceCat1 and iceCat2 are typi-

cally smaller (Dmi1,2 # 8mm) than MY2 and NSSL hail

in the updraft, but the P3–2 has a reflectivity core similar

inmagnitude to theMY2.While P3–2 typically produces

more mass than MY2 hail in the upper ZH maximum,

it is also important to remember that P3–2 ice mass-

weighted mean diameter spans the entire PSD, in-

cluding smaller nonrimed ice. In P3–2, bulk densities

(which include small spherical and large nonspherical

ice) are generally very similar between the two ice cat-

egories (Figs. 7h,i). Bulk density is largest (generally

above 500kgm23) in the updraft where riming processes

dominate, and decreases farther away. Though P3 ice

categories are not exclusively rimed ice, rime fraction fr
is typically greater than 0.8 in the vertical cross section

(Figs. 10g,h) indicating the dominance of riming growth

over vapor deposition. For medium-large densities (i.e.,

ri $ 500 kgm23) in the updraft and near the top of the

supercell, the majority of the ice PSD is rimed and

partially rimed ice, similar to the graupel and hail pre-

defined categories in the MY2 and NSSL BMPs. Small

spherical and large nonspherical ice become more prom-

inent away from the updraft as density and rime fraction

decrease.

4. Rimed-ice properties

a. Microphysical tendencies

To understand better the production and depletion

of rimed ice, we analyze average mixing ratio qx and

number concentration Ntx tendencies in the MY2 and

NSSL schemes, and both free ice categories in the P3–2

scheme at t 5 100min (Figs. 11 and 12). We sum the

tendencies over 5min at each grid point, and then

over the horizontal domain at each model height level.

The 5-min processes are normalized by the number of

seconds over this period to produce average tendencies.

Tendencies are only included in Figs. 11 and 12 if the

maximum average tendencies (which are horizontally

and temporally summed before normalization) that

vary with height exceed q and Nt tendency thresholds

of 0.25 g kg21 s21 and 1m23 s21, respectively, to limit

discussion to tendencies that contribute most to these bulk

quantities. The naming convention for the microphysical

processes is based on Milbrandt and Yau (2005b). The

first letter denotes the relevant bulk quantity related

to the tendency (Q for mixing ratio, N for number

concentration). The next two letters denote the pro-

cess itself (CL: collection, MG: merging, ML: melting,

CN: conversion, VD: vapor deposition, SH: shedding,

FZ: freezing, VS: vapor sublimation, NC: nucleation,

SP: splintering). The last two letters indicate the hydro-

meteor sink and source, respectively (V: vapor, R: rain,

C: cloud water, I: cloud ice, S: snow, G: graupel, H: hail,

I1: P3–2 ice category 1, I2: P3–2 ice category 2). The

exception to this notation is 3-component freezing,

which sums all tendencies (e.g., all liquid-ice freezing

to rimed ice in the microphysics schemes) that contrib-

ute to this process. A description of each microphysical

process examined is available in Table 2.

Three-component freezing primarily initiates MY2

graupel right above the freezing level, while graupel

collecting cloud water provides the largest source

of qg between z 5 6–10 km (Figs. 11a,b). The three-

component freezing of water and graupel in the MY2

scheme can either go to graupel or hail, which is why

the scheme has both source (3compqg-R) and sink

(3compqg-K) terms. On the other hand, NSSL graupel

primarily initiates from freezing rain (Figs. 11e,f). This

reveals a subtle graupel initiation difference between

the MY2 and NSSL BMPs for these idealized supercell

simulations, as MY2 graupel prefers an ice seed when

freezing water to graupel while NSSL graupel does not.

Similar to the MY2 scheme, NSSL graupel grows by

collecting liquid mass (cloud water and rain), which is

expected given the convective updraft in the supercell.

Hail converting to graupel (which is an artificial process,

present only for optimization) provides a larger source

of graupel number aloft in the MY2 scheme and below

the melting level but not mass, which is expected as only

small hail converts to graupel (hail mean mass diameter

Dh , 1mm). This process is not present in the default

NSSL scheme, as NSSL hail is designed to primarily

originate from larger and heavily rimed graupel.Melting

provides a large sink of graupel below the melting level

in both the MY2 and NSSL schemes, although it is more

aggressive in the NSSL scheme. The three-component

freezing provides a large graupel number sink above the
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FIG. 10. Ice mixing ratio qi (g kg
21), mass-weighted mean diameter Dmi (mm), ice water fraction fwi, and rime

fraction fr through the updraft for ice category (a),(c),(e),(g) 1 and (b),(d),(f),(h) 2 in the P3–2 BMP at t5 100min.

Vertical velocity contours are shown with 15m s21 interval starting at 10m s21.
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melting level in the MY2 scheme, while graupel number

is typically depleted by sublimation of small graupel

particles in the NSSL scheme.

Graupel conversion to hail is the primary number

source (i.e., creation) of hail in the MY2 and NSSL

schemes (Figs. 11d,h). Graupel mass conversion to hail

in the MY2 scheme is larger than the mass conversion

in the NSSL scheme (Figs. 11c,g), but is also nearly two

orders of magnitude larger in terms of the peak num-

ber. Collection of rain and cloud water are the largest

sources of hail mass growth inMY2 andNSSL schemes,

which again makes sense given the expected wet growth

FIG. 11. (left) Vertical mixing ratio qx (g kg
21 s21) and (right) number concentration Ntx

(m23 s21) average microphysical tendencies for MY2 (a),(b) graupel and (c),(d) hail, and

NSSL (e),(f) graupel and (g),(h) hail. The vertical black line in each plot denotes the zero line

separating source and sink terms.
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in a supercell updraft. However, the large amount

of hail collecting rain below the melting level in the

MY2 scheme is rather excessive, and has been docu-

mented in Labriola et al. (2017). Melting is the main

mass sink below the melting level in the MY2 and

NSSL schemes but is much larger in the MY2 scheme.

Since large hail reaches the surface in both schemes,

MY2 hail collecting rain below the melting level seems

to be compensating for the stronger melting.

The merging of iceCat2 to iceCat 1 is the primary

source of iceCat 1 mass in the P3–2 scheme (Fig. 12a).

We emphasize here that the merging of similar free ice

categories in P3 is purely a computational process to free

up an additional ice category, and is not a ‘‘conversion’’

process as in traditional BMPs (e.g., conversion of cloud

ice to snow). It is reasonable for this merging to increase

at higher altitudes, as newly initiated ice or small ice

advected through the updraft does not have time to

grow to unique sizes. iceCat 1 collecting rain is the

second largest source of qi1, echoing the dominant rimed

ice growth mechanisms in the MY2 and NSSL schemes.

Because free ice categories in P3–2 are not predefined

rimed ice categories, processes such as nucleation and

freezing cloud water add iceCat 1 number (Fig. 12b).

Dilution of the ice PSD from small ice particle initiation

could be problematic in a deep convective framework,

as this small nucleated ice could substantially shift the

average properties of existing rimed ice. In terms of

mass depletion, melting is the dominant process and is

abrupt below the melting level. Consequently, whereas

melting hail remains at the lowest model level in both

theMY2 andNSSL schemes, strongmelting leaves little

iceCat 1 at this level. Again, this rapid ice depletion is

likely a consequence of the P3–2’s restrictive maximum

Dni limit prohibiting large particle growth; this is dis-

cussed in more detail below. Similar to Nti1 sources,

Nti1 sinks vary considerably with height: sublimation

dominates upper levels, collection is prominent above

the melting level, while melting dominates below.

IceCat 2 mass in P3–2 is largely affected by two pro-

cesses: collecting rain for growth, and merging to iceCat

1 as a sink (Fig. 12c). Despite little constraint on the ice

type with its free category approach, P3–2 seems to

capture well the important rimed ice process of col-

lecting liquid. iceCat 2 is similar to iceCat 1 in that the

number sources and sinks vary with height, though merg-

ing to iceCat 1 largely dominates depletion of iceCat 2

(Fig. 12d).

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for P3–2 (a),(b) iceCat 1 and (c),(d) iceCat 2.
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b. Size sorting

We create rain and ice mass-weighted mean diameter

Dm contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs;

Yuter and Houze 1995) to illustrate the size sorting of

rain and ice hydrometeors (Fig. 13). We normalize these

frequencies by the number of grid points with a nonzero

Dm; Dmr bins are spaced by 0.25mm, while the analysis

for ice uses a 0.5mm interval. Rain size sorting is clear in

theMY2 andNSSL schemes, asDmr frequency increases

with decreasing height (Figs. 13a,d). MY2 Dmr fre-

quencies favor larger rain diameters at low altitudes due

to excessive size sorting (e.g., Wacker and Seifert 2001;

Milbrandt and Yau 2005a; Milbrandt and McTaggart-

Cowan 2010), while the NSSL scheme modifies Nt to

prevent spurious large reflectivity (Mansell 2010). Rain

frequencies above the melting level in the schemes are

typically near the updraft, revealing that both the MY2

and NSSL schemes carry supercooled water above the

melting level. Rimed-ice size sorting potentially drives

the ZDR arc signature (Dawson et al. 2014), which is

apparent in MY2 and NSSL graupel and hail frequency

plots (Figs. 13b,c,e,f). Both rimed-ice categories in both

schemes show a clearDm increase with decreasing height.

MY2 rimed ice size sorts at a greater rate, a consequence

of the previously mentioned NSSL Nt modification

limiting rimed ice size sorting in the scheme. Onemajor

difference between this MY2 hail CFAD and the one in

Johnson et al. (2016) is the absence of small hail par-

ticles. For this study, the default MY2 hail-to-graupel

conversion threshold is 1mm, while the previous thresh-

old in Johnson et al. (2016) was reduced from the default

5mm to 0mm. Allowing small hail to be converted to

graupel in this study likely led to less small hail parti-

cles produced, and allows the scheme to produce more

realistic, larger hail.

P3–2 ice overwhelmingly melts to a narrow rain di-

ameter range, typically between 3.0 and 3.25mm be-

low the melting level (Fig. 13g). The relative maxima

at smaller diameters are the result of small raindrops

in and near the updrafts due to warm rain processes

(e.g., autoconversion). The Dmr dominance in one di-

ameter bin is consistent with the P3–2 scheme’s inability

to simulate a ZDR arc due to lack of rain size sorting,

which is evident from the near constant Dmr with de-

creasing height. On the other hand, Dmi1 and Dmi2 both

show clear size increasewith decreasing height (Figs. 13h,i),

suggesting that melting produces uniform raindrop size

regardless of ice size. Both P3–2 ice categories show a

larger range of mean size than graupel and hail in the

other two schemes, a reflection of the numerous modes

of ice growth for these ‘‘free’’ categories. While iceCat 1

contoured frequency is more continuous, iceCat 2 displays

TABLE 2. Ice microphysical processes in the superscript: MY2

(M), NSSL (N), and P3–2 (P) schemes. Processes that have been

filtered are not included.

Process name Description

3compqgM,N Three-component mass freezing to graupel

QCLCGM,N Graupel mass collection of cloud water

QCLCHM,N Hail mass collection of cloud water

QCLRGN Graupel mass collection of rain

QCLRHM,N Hail mass collection of rain

QCNGHM,N Graupel mass conversion to hail

QCNHGM Hail mass conversion to graupel

QFZRGN Freezing rain mass to graupel

QMLGRM,N Graupel mass melting to rain

QMLHRM,N Hail mass melting to rain

QSHGRN Graupel mass shedding rain

QSHHRM,N Hail mass shedding rain

QVDVGM,N Graupel mass depositional growth

QVSGVN Graupel mass sublimation

3compqi1P Three-component mass freezing to iceCat 1

3compqi2P Three-component mass freezing to iceCat 2

QCLCI1P IceCat 1 mass collection of cloud water

QCLCI2P IceCat 2 mass collection of cloud water

QCLI1I2P IceCat 2 mass collection of iceCat 1

QCLI2I1P IceCat 1 mass collection of iceCat 2

QCLRI1P IceCat 1 mass collection of rain

QCLRI2P IceCat 2 mass collection of rain

QFZCI1P Freezing cloud water mass to iceCat 1

QFZCI2P Freezing cloud water mass to iceCat 2

QMGI2I1P IceCat 2 mass merging to iceCat 1

QMLI1RP IceCat 1 mass melting to rain

QMLI2RP IceCat 2 mass melting to rain

QVDVI1P IceCat 1 mass depositional growth

QVDVI2P IceCat 2 mass depositional growth

QVSI1VP IceCat 1 mass sublimation

3compntgM,N Three-component number freezing to graupel

NGCNGHM,N Graupel sink number conversion to hail

NHCNGHM,N Graupel number conversion to hail source

NCNHGM Hail number conversion to graupel

NCNIGN Cloud ice number conversion to graupel

NCNSGN Snow number conversion to graupel

NFZRGN Freezing rain number to graupel

NMLGRM,N Graupel number melting to rain

NMLHRM,N Hail number melting to rain

NVSGVN Graupel number sublimation

3compnti1P Three-component number freezing to iceCat 1

3compnti2P Three-component number freezing to iceCat 2

NCLI1I2P IceCat 2 number collection of iceCat 1

NCLI2I1P IceCat 1 number collection of iceCat 2

NCLII1P IceCat 1 number self-collection

NFZCI1P Freezing cloud water number to iceCat 1

NFZCI2P Freezing cloud water number to iceCat 2

NFZRI1P Freezing rain number to iceCat 1

NFZRI2P Freezing rain number to iceCat 2

NMGI2I1P IceCat 2 number merging to iceCat1

NMLI1RP IceCat 1 number melting to rain

NMLI2RP IceCat 2 number melting to rain

NNCVI1P IceCat 1 number nucleation

NNCVI2P IceCat 2 number nucleation

NSPII1P IceCat 1 number splintering

NSPII2P IceCat 2 number splintering

NVSI1VP IceCat 1 number sublimation

NVSI2VP IceCat 2 number sublimation
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more discrete maxima. This is due to the discrete nature

of iceCat 2, which can merge with iceCat 1. At z 5
12 km, iceCat 2 contains a second frequency maximum

in the Dmi2 5.0–5.5mm bin, as the particles are prom-

inent in the supercell’s forward flank. Their occurrence

decreases directly below this height, before increasing

frequency again near z 5 8 km.

Like other BMPs, P3–2 constricts the rain PSD slope

parameter Lr to prevent unrealistically small (large Lr)

or large (small Lr) mean drop sizes by explicitly setting

Lr bounds. Because small drops on the western flank in

the P3–2 supercell show evidence of size sorting while

larger drops in the forward flank do not (Fig. 2f), the

default minimum rain PSD slope bound Lr,min is likely

disrupting the P3–2 surface drop size gradient by pre-

venting the presence of large raindrops on the southern

flank of the storm. The sensitivity of mean raindrop size

gradient to Lr,min is explored by reducing Lr,min; it is

scaled by a factor of 0.2 (referred to as P3–2_0.2Lr,min;

Fig. 14). Reducing Lr,min increases the potential for

smaller rain PSD slope near the surface, which shifts

the rain distribution to larger drops. Near the sur-

face, Dmr in P3–2_0.2Lr,min is larger than 5mm on the

supercell’s southern flank, and displays a sharper drop

size gradient into the forward flank than in the default

P3–2 scheme. The resulting ZDR field exceeds 4 dB near

the southern flank, and generally decreases following

rain size. While the ZDR gradient in P3–2_0.2Lr,min

is improved compared to the default P3–2 scheme,

enhanced ZDR on the southern flank unrealistically

extends too far east of the updraft and does not prefer-

entially decrease in the general direction of the deep-layer

storm-relative mean wind vector (as is often observed).

However, this is expected behavior given the iceCat 1

distribution above the melting level (Fig. 6e), where ice

particles (which are unable to reach the large sizes of

MY2 hail and NSSL rimed ice) are also advected well to

the east of the updraft, and the sorting of rain particles

FIG. 13. Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs) with rain, graupel, and hail mass-weighted mean diameter Dm (mm) for

the (a)–(c) MY2 and (d)–(f) NSSL BMPs, and rain, ice category 1, and ice category 2 for the (g)–(i) P3–2 scheme at t 5 100min. The

approximate melting level is denoted by a horizontal black line.
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by low-level storm-relativewinds to thewest.RainCFADs

demonstrate that relatively large mean raindrop sizes

(Dmr$ 2mm) below the melting level are rather uniform

with height in both the default P3–2 and P3–2_0.2Lr,min

(Figs. 14c,f). However, P3–2_0.2Lr,min simulates a much

broader range of mean raindrop sizes and, therefore,

more variability of Dmr and an improved surface rain

size gradient.

c. P3–2 large ice treatment

One key difference between the simulation with the

P3–2 scheme and those with MY2 and NSSL is the

absence of large ice in the P3–2 run sedimenting to

the lowest model level. The default P3 scheme limits

the maximum ice number-weighted mean size Dni to

2mm, which potentially limits the ice growth and

accelerates melting. Therefore, we analyze additional

sensitivity tests with maximum Dni limit set to 7mm

(Dni_7) and 12mm (Dni_12) to examine the relationship

between this limit and ice sedimenting to the surface

(Fig. 15). Indeed, the gradual relaxation of this limit

continually increases both the size and frequency of

ice reaching the surface. Therefore, the default P3–2

is not removing rimed ice at a greater rate than other

BMPs by design, but rather not producing large enough

ice at the surface due to the restrictive Dni limit. Mass-

weighted mean diameter of iceCat 1 Dmi1 and iceCat 2

Dmi2 in both Dni tests regularly exceed 12mm, which is

closer to the surface hail size in MY2 and NSSL than the

default P3–2 Dmi1 and Dmi2. As a result, this larger ice

reduces ZDR near the observed hail signature location

(Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008), but also unphysically sedi-

ments into the forward flank as the mass-weighted fall

speed of both P3–2 ice categories are typically smaller

than MY2 and NSSL hail.

To quantify the relationship between P3–2 large ice

production and its maximum Dni limit, Fig. 16 shows a

time series of domain-averagedmaximum rimed-ice size

(‘‘mean max diameter’’) in the updraft (vertical velocity

w . 10m s21) for the default BMPs and Dni limit sen-

sitivity tests. We define maximum rimed-ice size as the

largest diameter for which the PSD number densityN(D)

exceeds 1024m23mm21 (Snook et al. 2016; Labriola

et al. 2017). We additionally impose a constraint of rime

fraction fr . 0.9 in P3–2 to ensure the ice is sufficiently

rimed to be labeled as ‘‘rimed ice’’ following the tra-

ditional BMP nomenclature, allowing for greater con-

sistency with MY2 and NSSL large ice production. A

natural separation exists between graupel and hail in

the MY2 and NSSL schemes, with maximum hail size

ranging between 18 and 27mm and graupel between

8 and 14mm after 40min (Fig. 16a). Indeed, the default

P3–2 categories also follow this separation with iceCat

1 tending to resemble the hail categories in MY2 and

NSSL while iceCat 2 tends to resemble graupel in these

simulations. As iceCat 2 always merges to iceCat 1, it

FIG. 14. Differential reflectivityZDR (dB) and rainmass-weightedmean diameterDmr (mm) near z5;280m, and contoured frequency

by altitude diagrams (CFADs) with rainmass-weightedmean diameterDmr for the P3–2 (a)–(c) default scheme and (d)–(f) withminimum

rain lambdaLr,min reduced by 0.2 at t5 100min. Horizontal reflectivityZH contours are overlaid in 20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ on

Dmr plots, and the approximate melting level in rain CFAD plots is denoted by a horizontal black line.
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appears iceCat 2 does not have sufficient time to reach

iceCat 1 sizes in the updraft. Maximum iceCat 1 size in

the default P3–2 scheme is generally smaller than hail

in the other bulk schemes, limiting the sedimentation of

ice to the surface. When relaxing the maximum Dni

limit, both iceCat 1 and 2 increase in size, withDni_7 and

Dni_12 iceCat 2 exceeding MY2 and NSSL maximum

graupel size, and Dni_7 and Dni_12 iceCat 1 following

FIG. 15. Differential reflectivity ZDR (dB), and mass-weighted mean diameter of iceCat 1 Dmi1 (mm) and iceCat 2 Dmi2 (mm) near

z 5 ;280m for the P3–2 (a)–(c) default scheme, (d)–(f) with the maximum ice number-weighted mean diameter limit set to 7mm,

and (g)–(i) 12mm at t 5 100min. Horizontal reflectivity ZH contours are overlaid in 20 dBZ intervals starting at 15 dBZ on Dmi plots.

FIG. 16. Meanmax diameter (mm) of rimed ice in the updraft for the (a)MY2, NSSL, and P3–2 BMPs and (b) P3–2

maximum ice number-weighted mean diameter limit tests over the duration of the model run.
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NSSL hail more closely after t 5 40min (Fig. 16b).

Therefore, relaxing the maximum Dni limit clearly in-

creases the occurrence of large rimed ice in P3–2, which

in turn is able to sediment to the surface. This relation-

ship is not simply one-to-one, as the Dni_7 iceCat 1 and

2 sizes exceed Dni_12 iceCat 1 and 2 at times during the

simulations despite having a more stringent maximum

Dni limit. This indicates that while relaxing theDni limit

clearly increases the potential for rimed ice to grow large

in the scheme, the degree to which ice grows depends

more on the ice growth processes themselves rather than

the Dni limit.

5. Summary and discussion

Weperform idealized supercell simulations usingWRF

v3.9.1 to determine how the representation of rimed ice

in bulk microphysics schemes can explain the presence

or lack of polarimetric signatures. The BMPs examined

are the two-moment versions of Milbrandt–Yau (MY2),

National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), and the

two-category configuration of the P3 scheme (P3–2).

The simulated polarimetric signatures considered are

the ZDR arc and the hail signature in the forward-flank

downdraft, which are particularly sensitive to rimed-ice

representation. Both the MY2 and NSSL BMPs are

generally able to simulate a ZDR decrease in the direc-

tion of the deep-layer storm-relative mean wind vector

near the surface (thoughweakly inMY2), but are unable

to simulate a ZDR arc entirely consistent with observa-

tions. The P3–2 scheme simulates a weak ZDR gradient

in the forward flank, despite containing two-moment

rain and two two-moment free ice categories. Reducing

the scheme’s restrictive minimum rain PSD slope Lr,min

limit facilitates a ZDR gradient more consistent with

observations than in the default P3–2 scheme, but also

simulates a ZDR arc extending well into the forward

flank and an associated ZDR gradient that fails to

preferentially decrease in the general direction of the

deep-layer storm-relative mean wind vector as is often

observed (although this gradient is consistent with

rain sorting by low-level storm-relative winds in the

simulated storm). Therefore, other aspects of P3–2

that affect size sorting may require future improvement

to better simulate the ZDR arc.

Only the NSSL scheme simulates the location of the

hail signature in the FFD most consistent with obser-

vations. The MY2 scheme does produce large hail that

easily reaches the surface but it generally appears on the

southern flank of the supercell. Larger hail with nonzero

water fraction in theMY2 scheme containsmore particles

prone to the resonance effect than the NSSL scheme,

and therefore simulates a larger rHV reduction in the

hail signature location. Ice in the default P3–2 is generally

unable to reach the surface, and the small, wet particles

that do reach the surface increase ZDR. Surface rHV in

the scheme is consequently large, and typically reduced

by large, oblate drops rather than resonance-sized ice

particles. The default P3–2 restricts the maximum ice

number-weighted mean size Dni to 2mm, and produces

larger ice that reaches the surface and reduces ZDR when

this limiter is relaxed. However, these particles also

unphysically sediment into the forward flank due to

the relatively small ice mass-weighted fall speeds com-

pared to MY2 and NSSL hail, implying that further

investigation of the maximum Dni limit is needed.

Whereas MY2 graupel generally forms by 3-component

freezing, NSSL graupel is typically formed from freezing

rain in these idealized supercell simulations. The primary

hail origin in the MY2 and NSSL schemes is graupel.

Although MY2 and NSSL hail origin are similar, MY2

hail has a smaller horizontally averaged mass-weighted

mean fall speed than NSSL hail over the depth of the

model domain while MY2 graupel does not reach the

large graupel sizes in the NSSL scheme and has a typically

smaller fall speed curve than NSSL graupel, enhancing the

downstream advection of rimed ice in the scheme. There-

fore, increasing MY2 rimed ice fall speed and simulating

larger graupel particles could improve the scheme’s simu-

lated polarimetric signatures by suppressing rimed ice

horizontal advection (although the supercell in this sim-

ulation enhances rimed ice downstream advection with

a stronger northwesterly storm-relative mean wind near

the updraft, likely linked to the BMP’s microphysical

feedback with ambient thermodynamics as each simula-

tion is initialized with the same shear profile). Integral to

the growth of ice in each scheme is the collection of liquid,

though MY2 hail seems to excessively collect rain below

the melting level. P3–2 iceCat 1 melting is more compa-

rable to MY2 and NSSL graupel melting, a reflection of

its restrictivemaximumDni limiter (default value of 2mm)

producing relatively small ice particle mean sizes.

At this point, it is worth reiterating the P30s treatment

of ice, particularly rimed ice. In the scheme, a single PSD

contains all ice modes, including small spherical, larger

nonspherical, and rimed ice. The degree to which rimed

ice occupies the ice PSD depends on the rime fraction,

which for the idealized supercell case examined in this

paper is frequently large due to the storm’s dominant

mode of riming growth. This BMP framework can be

problematic in some situations when newly initiated

small ice is assigned to an ice category dominated by

rimed ice. Such a process would ‘‘dilute’’ the category

by increasing the amount of small ice within the category’s

PSD, and the category’s processes (e.g., riming growth,

melting) would subsequently become more reflective
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of small ice (Milbrandt and Morrison 2016). While

‘‘dilution’’ is a common problem for any bulk micro-

physics scheme when very different PSDs that have

experienced different evolutions are mixed together at

a given point (e.g., large hail sedimenting into a grid box

where small hail is being initiated), the P3BMPmight be

more susceptible to this problem because all ice modes

exist in one PSD for each category. Still, this P3 rimed

ice dilution could be mitigated by increasing the number

of ice categories or modifying new ice category des-

tination based on its initiation process (i.e., having

separate categories initiated by ice nucleation/freezing

of small drops and freezing of large drops).

The P3–2’s default maximum ice number-weighted

mean diameter limit of 2mm is overly restrictive for

modeling hail. A fairly restrictive limiter when riming

is unimportant may be necessary as there is no explicit

representation of snow particle breakup in P3 (although

most BMPs neglect explicit snow breakup). Hence, re-

laxing the limit improved the performance of the scheme

in terms of its simulation of large rimed ice near the

surface, but has the potential to grow unrimed or lightly

rimed nonspherical ice in the scheme too large. Future

work should investigate this problem further. It may be

possible to apply a more sophisticated size limiter that

varies with ice properties such as rime fraction. Another

possibility could be to add an explicit parameteriza-

tion of snow particle breakup and relax the size limiter.

A three-moment ice version of P3 evolving the size

distribution shape parameter explicitly is currently in

development, which may also obviate the need for a

restrictive size limiter. Also, a prognostic liquid fraction

on ice has recently been developed for P3 (Cholette

et al. 2019); future work will examine the effects of this

on the simulation of melting hail and the impacts on

simulated polarimetric signatures. Overall, the results

of this study suggest it is important to compare newly

designed microphysics schemes with existing, state-

of-the-art schemes to understand their behaviors and

performance, and to identify the shortcomings of these

schemes so that they can be further improved.
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